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UmiCar is all revved up for the big Umi City Race! Boys and girls ages 3-7 who love cars and

Nickelodeon's Team Umizoomi can ride along in this full-color storybook that includes over 30

stickers.
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ANYTHING UMIZOOMI my 2 1/2 year old Grandson goes nuts over! This book is from one of the

episodes of umizoomi. Knowing that this book is NOT a board book I was a little hesitant buying it

but he lovesss this book and has been very careful with it - amazing! He even gets this book out

when this episode comes on tv. & follows along with it :) Also, this is a shorter version of the tv

episode but just right for toddlers :) You also get 2 sheets of Umi stickers with it :)

I have an Umizoomi-loving child. She goes crazy for Umizoomi and since the show is a bit older, it

was really difficult to find umizoomi toys that didn't cost and arm and a leg. These books go along

with the episodes and have been great for developing her speech. She is a bit behind on speech

but will sit and point out the objects in the book. I really get her talking so this is a major

accomplishment for us.



My girls (ages 3 and 6) love Team Umizoomi and we have a ton of the episodes on our DVR. They

are always requesting the show. The show is great for its vivid colors and fun songs. The shows

and the books always have a positive message and teach kids about math, counting, shapes,

patterns and teamwork. They are very educational.In this book, the team is in a big race with

UmiCar and has to go up against several other vehicles including a mean old Dump Truck. The

Dump Truck tries to stop the team with obstacles that they must overcome. The book has great art

and some stickers. The reading level is probably good for kindergarten. It is probably in the level 2-3

reader range. All in all, the story is fun and has a very positive message showing how a someone

small can compete with the big boys.We have several great Team Umizoomi books in our collection

of readers and bedtime books and this one is no exception. This is a highly recommended addition

to you child's collection.

Just like the TV series, this book tells a good story, keeps the kids interested, and teaches a

valuable life lesson. The grandkids love these books. I give the book a 5-star rating for good quality

as well.

This is to be a Christmas gift for grandchild who loves this show. Other similar items already

purchased have been thoroughly enjoyed. Gets top rating because of grandchild's pleasure in all

things associated with this show.

This is a great addition to the umizoomi adventure books my 3 year old has she loves this show and

enjoys reading the books.

He can capture his favorite TV characters in his story books and hold them in his hands. We both

couldn't be more pleased. I plan on purchasing more!

It's a really nice book but wish it was a little cheaper for a small book!! Other them that it's really nice

,my son loved it!!
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